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With the release of first the racially politically charged and provocative music video for the song ‘Formation’ on 6 February 2016, and then the full visual album Lemonade on 23 April, both of which generated a frenzy of criticism, commentary and coverage across the spectrum of Anglophone media (and beyond), pop icon, culture industry personified and twenty-first century celebrity par excellence Beyoncé has yet again given rise to what so far promises to be the celebrity flashpoint of the year. In her entry for this edition of the Forum, Inna Arzumanova critically interrogates the waves made by and readings proffered of ‘Formation’ in the feminist blogosphere, which she describes in her piece as an ‘ode to black liberation and practices of radical black resistance’, and argues to be ‘proprietary and protective over its regimes of black representation’. In so doing, she joins Nathalie Weidhase in 6 (1) of this journal in highlighting the cultural stakes of Beyoncé’s celebrity embodiment and industrial negotiation of black femininity, racial politics, and (pseudo) feminist discourse.
Ruth O’Donnell’s elucidation of the critical recuperation of Tom Cruise that occurred around the summer 2015 release of Mission: Impossible – Rogue Nation points to Ian Crouch’s August 2015 piece for The New Yorker ‘Tom Cruise: The Good Kind of Crazy’, in which he asserts the actor to have ‘risen from the depths of his public-relations disasters of the last decade’ to find himself ‘back in full cultural favor’ (2015), as indicative of this turning point moment in Cruise’s cinematic stardom and cross-media celebrity. It joins cognate work in this journal by Susan Smith (2012) in dealing with the phenomenon of the celebrity comeback, and the transition from stardom to celebrity experienced by many Hollywood actors as they age. It also provides a neat and timely addendum to O’Donnell’s recently published monograph on Tom Cruise (2015) in which she subjects his mediated persona across the span of his career as a Hollywood actor and celebrity to sustained psychoanalytic critical scrutiny.
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